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SLO the Stigma unveiled its new 
mental health campaign May 4 by 
unveiling the fiace of a man who rep­
resents the stigma of mental illness.
SLO the Stigma, funded by 
the Mental Health Services Act,
V
was started in early 2010 in col­
laboration with Transitions Men­
tal Health Association (TMHA) 
and 20/20 Creative Group. Along 
with billboards and advertising, 
the SLO the Stigma campaign also 
created a documentary telling the 
story of San Luis Obispo County 
locals who suffer from mental ill­
ness. According to the documen­
tary, more than 50,000 San Luis 
Obispo County residents can suf­
fer from depression, bipolar disor­
der and schirxiphrenia, showing a 
need for those residents to know 
they can seek help.
Jill Bolster-White, the executive 
director of TMHA and one of those
iZ -
who helped bring the camp^gn to 
life from the beginning, said SLO 
the Stigma was started to create 
awareness for mental illness and 
reduce the stigma associated with 
it by giving a local, ungible fiace to 
mental illness sufferers.
see Stigmoi ^
trims curfew
Josh Friedman
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The San Luis Obispo City Council 
lowered the age group affected by 
the proposed nighttime curfew to 
15 years old and under.
The curfew ordinance, still yet 
to be officially passed, previously 
targeted all youth under the age 
o f 18. Following public comment 
Tuesday in protest o f the curfew, 
the council voted not only to 
lower the enforcement age, but 
also to issue warnings to First 
time offenders.
San Luis Obispo activist Kevin 
Rice, who had been campaign­
ing against the curfinv, said he was 
pleased with the amendment.
“It's a really huge win tonight 
that they changed it to be 15 and 
under," Rice said. “If you’re in a car 
driving around, it’s pretty obvious 
that you are over 15. So this really 
has made it clear that cops can’t 
stop people driving around.”
Rice also said the change should 
come as a relief to college students.
see Curfew, page 2
Lecturer brings love of ‘shrooms to Poly
Victoria Billings
yiCrmRIABIl LINGS.MIH-rtiMAll .COM
Scientist, entrepreneur and author 
Paul Stamets took Cal Poly students 
on a “Magical Mushroom Mystery 
Tour” Tuesday night at the Spanos 
Theatre for'a talk on his work in my­
cology, the study of fungi.
The lecture was a two-hour pre­
sentation of Stamet.s’ work, which
covers everything from using mush­
rooms in cancer research, to ways 
fungi can clean up oil spills and nu­
clear radiation, to using mushrooms 
as a natural alternative to pesticides.
Stamiets’ research in the diverse 
uses of mushrooms is fueled by his 
fascination of how people, plants and 
animals are interdependent, he said.
“My premise, my core belief, is 
that habitats and humans share im-
e l^gd om  of fungi isn’t really 
iilNihe roreff ont o f ¡science and it 
really plays a crucial
—  Paul Stamets
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mune systems, and mycelium (the 
vegetative part of a fungus) is a 
cellular bridge between the two,” 
Stamets said.
Stamets shared this belief with the 
audience through overviews of his 
different mushroom-related studies.
One way Stamets is using mush­
rooms is by creating new, more ef­
fective vaccinations. Stamets said 
when a fungus encounters a virus, it 
develops a genetic immunity to it by 
writing new DNA, a process called 
epigenesis. These fungi c.an then be 
used to create vaccines against bird 
flu and smallpox, among other dis­
eases, Stamets said.
He also gave an explanation of 
how, planting mushrooms can be 
used to clean up oil pollution, and 
the rotting mushrooms then attract 
worms, birds and new plant life to 
the previously polluted area.
see Mushrooms, page 3
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“ My premise, my core belief, is that habitats and humans share immune systems 
and mycelium (the vegetative part o f a fungus) is a  cellular briflge between the 
two,”  Paul Stamets said as to why mushrooms are an important lecture topic.
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Associated Studencs^^lnc, '(ASI) <' 
held its second-tOHlasc bihveddy 
Board o f Directors last^
night. It was 'cjdied to order ,at " * 
5:13 p.m. and adiounudi at 6 il 1
on and aroundcainpits» little was  ^
mentioned about ^ idfe three re- ' 
ported sexual amulti,, Pnai> 
dent Sarah StotidU-i^ the only 
member on the.execud^ board 
to address the happcaiogl during 
her report.
Storeiii reported that the task 
force organized by President ]ef- 
frey Armstrong to assess the recent 
sexual assaults will meet multiple 
times in the upcoming weeks with 
student affairs program directors, 
students and faculty. She said the 
task force will be an on-going pro­
cess and will continue into pres­
ident-elect Kiyana Tabrizi s term.
AS I executive director Rick 
Johnson also mentioned the sex­
ual assaults in his announcements 
at the end o f the meeting. He reit­
erated the importance o f making 
safe decisions and suying with 
friends when celebrating gradu­
ations and the end o f the 2010-
2011 academic year. Johnson said 
to keep in mind that ^ t^hie only 
thing that means ‘Ycs’^ j.is ‘Yes’* 
and that in the judicial* wsmm, a 
person is. mnocent ,until proven 
gudty*..fe*copcWed by sa)dng: 
‘TLet’s bl the true leaden we are, ? 
and not add to die ifiumors.** '..k-...,n. T'V.-» . 1.
Other topics discussed during 
the^ctneei^ indtriled: the pass- 
Jng^f th;^2im -iÖ 12 ASI bud- 
the appiovalrof opet year’s 
ihvolvemcht . with CaUfiomia 
Sute Student AsiC^ ap­
proval of the ASt citiel^  of staff and 
University Unlon^^>d«o^ 
chair,^  Katie Morrow and Kamn 
Mesrobian, respectively, r. f
The 2011-2012 ASI bud­
get will be $367,243, in com­
parison CO the current budget of 
$197,597. This' money goes to­
ward ASI programs, the Orfalea 
Family and ASI Childrens Center 
and ASI student government. It 
is funded by the $49.77 student 
fee charge per quarter. The dif­
ferences in budgets will not affect 
student fees. The ASI vice chair of 
board Laurel Hilt said the current 
ASI reserve f\md, which is cur­
rently valued at $2.4 million, will 
account for the budget difference.
Curfew
continued from page I
“Fifteen and under really takes 
the heat off college students from 
being harassed and profiled by thus 
curfew," Rice said.
Though no minors attended 
the council meeting Tuesday, Rice 
and three others who spoke on 
the issue encouraged the council 
to reduce the severity o f the pro­
posed ordinance.
One of the speakers during pub­
lic comment, San Luis Obispo resi­
dent John Grady, said there is no 
need for the curfew.
“Sutistics show that 20 minors 
were arrested in 2010 during the 
proposed curfrw hours, and the year 
before there were 23 arrests," Grady 
said. "This is hardly a significant 
crime issue."
Michael Sheficr, who lives just 
outside o f San Luis Obispo, said he 
agrees the curfew is unnecessary.
“If you take that concept of 
needing a tool farther, the police 
would probably have a lot easier job 
if no one were on the streets past 11 
o’clock,” Sheffer said.
Each of the comments contest­
ing the ordinance challenged vice 
mayor John Ashbaugh to remain 
true to his principles.
“I welcome (those in opposition 
to the curfew) to the ranks of civil 
libertarians," Ashbaugh said. “ I con­
sider myself to be one.”
Ashbaugh promptly suggested 
the amendment to lower the en­
forcement age, but he did not with­
draw his support for the curfew.
“As the principal o f San Luis 
Obispo High School explained to 
me just yesterday, nothing good 
happens after midnight,” Ash­
baugh said.
Mayor Jan Marx echoed Ash-
baugh’s discontent with minors stay­
ing out late.
“ I am concerned about (minors) 
possibly becoming victims, especially 
after the bars let out or when there’s 
college parties going on,” Marx said.
But, Marx also showed concern 
for the opponents of the curfew. 
She added a clause to make the first 
curfew violation a warning to the ex­
isting motion lowering the enforce­
ment age.
On May 3, the motion passed 
by a 3-2 vote, with councilmembers 
Dan Carpenter and Kathy Smith in 
opposition.
But, due to the amendments 
introduced, the ordinance is no 
closer to becoming law than it was 
after the initial vote. Tuesday's vote 
merely reintroduced the curfew, 
meaning it still must withsund final 
passage from the council in order to 
become law.
When the curfew does reappear 
for final passage, the hours will re­
main the same: 11 p.m. to 5 a.m. 
Sunday through Thursday and mid­
night to 5 a.m. Friday and Saturday.'
The 11 exceptions to the curfew 
rule likewise remain intact. Police 
Chief Deb Linden said these ex­
ceptions have been successfully 
tested in other cities with curfew 
ordinances.
Fines, now b^inning upon the 
second offense, will still start at $100 
and increase for repeat offenders. The 
council clarified that parents, too, 
can be fined if officers deem them 
responsible for allowing their chil­
dren to stay out past the authorized 
hours. Linden said, though, that such 
action would only occur in rare cir­
cumstances at the discretion of the 
enforcing officers.
In all likelihood, the proposed 
curfew will again appear for final pas­
sage at the next council meeting May 
31 at 7 p.m.
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I “One o f chc reasons we wanted 
to do it is that we found so often we 
would talk about our programs and
ieople would be really mystified bout what mental illness is, and |[ave it mixed up with developmen- 
^1 disabilities or multiple personal- 
^  disorder, all these sort o f more 
grange seeming types o f things 
dr scary types o f things,” Bolster- 
^ h ite  said. “That combined with 
some situations where we were try­
ing to relocate a program or site a 
program in a neighborhood and 
neighbors would come out and just 
say, ‘Well, we have children who 
live in this neighborhood, we can’t 
have a mental health program.’” 
j  Cami Rouse, a family advocate
for TMHA, said when the campaign 
initially staned, it had a m)^terious 
appeal. The 2010 part of the cam­
paign had a documentary in which a 
man appeared in the dark and urged 
people to visit the SLO the Stigma 
website. Rouse said the mysterious 
quality helped pique people’s interest 
in the campaign, though now that 
the stigma has been revealed, she said 
more sufferers o f mental illness arc 
seeking help.
“We use it as a tool for people 
who are experiencing the symptoms 
of mental illness for the first time to 
identify with someone, and for fam­
ily members to say, ‘Oh look, other 
people arc dealing with this too, and 
there’s help available,’” Rouse said. 
“It’s been a stigma reduction cam­
paign, but it’s also been a tool with 
engaging people into treatment.”
Shannon McOuat, the market­
ing and outreach coordinator of
*o dfeen we would talk about 
oitr p^^ram s and people would 
be really mystified abotdl^lifl^ 
mental illness is. #
— Jill Bolster-White
Executive director of TMHA
TMHA, said she has experienced 
firsthand the impact of the cam­
paign during outreach events. Mc­
Ouat said a particular incident that 
stood out in her mind was during 
a Pride event when a young man 
recently diagnosed with bipolar dis­
order told her he was able to “come 
out o f the closet” o f mental illness 
because o f the campaign.
Though SLO the Stigma has been 
having an effect on the community, 
the funding from the Mental Health 
Services Act will end in June 2011.
The Mental Health Services Act 
allows funding to mental health pro­
grams all across California, separat­
ing the money for each county by 
population and amount of services 
offered. Yet, though the funding will 
no longer be available, McOuat said 
the campaign website will continue 
to be available as a resource for those 
with mental illness.
“We arc definitely dedicated to 
keep this going,” McOuat said. “We 
are going to continue to go out into 
the community and show SLO the 
Stigma and talk about SLO the 
Stigma, and wear our T-shirts with 
pride. What happens is this pool of 
money has dried up, so that means 
there won’t be anymore advenising 
or billboards unless we get a grant 
dedicated to it or somebody decides 
to donate to show support and keep 
it running.”
a stigma reduction 
i, but it’s also been a 
tool with engaging peo| 
treatment.
—  Caml Rouse
Family advocate for TMHA
McOuat also said she hoped with 
the new phase of the campaign, 
more college students will talk about 
mental illness and be educated on it. 
Rouse also said TMHA participates 
in many outreach programs which let 
college students know that TMHA is 
a local mental illness resource they 
have access to along with Cal Poly’s 
counseling services.
“We are incredibly dedicated to 
working with the college communi­
ty,” Rouse said. “We are just excited 
for the new video to be a possible 
outreach for the college and high 
school populations.”
fhis outreach to Cal Poly also has 
an important impact on suicide pre­
vention. Suicide is the second lead­
ing cause of death on college cam­
puses, and the suicide rate in San 
Luis Obispo' County is higher than 
the national average. Rouse said. 
Also, one in five college-age people
have a mental illness. Rouse said she 
recognized the difficulties and pres­
sure of being in college, and said she 
hoped college students know they 
can get help if needed.
Rouse said the success of SLO 
the Stigma, which has increased with 
the second phase of the campaign, 
comes from local involvement, mak­
ing mental illness more tangible.
“SLO the Stigma is so personal 
because the way that you change 
people’s minds is you change their 
hearts,” Rouse said. “If somebody 
can really personalize this issue, it 
changes their heart, which ultimately 
changes their mind.”
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Mushrooms
continued from page I
Dominic Ali, forestry senior and 
event planner and coordinator, said 
the breadth of Stamets’ research is what 
prompted the Forestry Honor Society 
to invite him to speak. Ali wanted the 
talk to appeal to a broad audience, as 
well as address the Forestry Honor So­
ciety’s panicular interests of environ­
mental management and forestry.
“The kingdom of fiingi isn’t really 
in the forefront of science and it re­
ally plays a crucial role in a lot o f the 
systems and ecosystems we’re manag­
ing,” Ali said.*
Ihe event was co-sponsored by 
the C^ollege of Agriculture, food and 
environmental sciences’ Center for 
Sustainabilitv, the earth and soil sci- 
cnce department, the natural resourc­
es management department and the 
Empower Poly Coalition. The turn­
out contained representatives from 
each, as well as fans of Stamecs’ work.
Many students who came were 
already familiar with Stamets from a 
YouTube video, “6 Ways Mushrooms 
Can Save the World,” created by the 
science website TED .
Art and design sophomore Claire 
Dierksen, who saw the video, said she 
was excited when she first heard that
“the Mushroom Guy" from YouTube 
was coming to speak at Cal Poly.
Dierksen said she was fascinated 
by Stamets’ explanation of electrical 
networks in fungi, which Stamets 
compared to the Internet and the 
unseen structure of dark matter.
Other students were amazed by 
the effectiveness o f mushrooms as 
medicine, like nutrition junior She- 
layne Wcrfcl. Wcrfel said the suc­
cess o f Stamets’ medicinal research 
revolutionized the whole game 
through mushrooms.
“ I’ve always thought that mush­
rooms were pretty cool but I didn’t 
know how useful they could be," 
Werfel said.
Stamets concluded his talk with 
a brief presentation of his company 
LifeBoxes, cardboard boxes that are 
impregnated with tree and plant 
seeds, as well as beneficial Fungi. The 
boxes are a way to help rebuild eco­
systems that have been damaged by 
humans, Stamets said.
He brought 30 LifeBoxes with 
him to give away to those inspired 
to grow mushrooms by his talk, a 
gesture in what Stamets hopes will 
be the return o f mushrooms as an 
important part of people’s lives.
“I think mushroom farms should 
be reinvented as healing arts centers,” 
Stamets said. “Every community 
should have a small mushroom fimn.”
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Organized crime in Mexico using pianes to get drugs over U.S. border
' Iv:.
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
Airplanes like the one pictured above are flown by Mexican drug smugglers to 
bring shipments o f illegal drugs over the U.S.-Mexico border. Seventy-one 
instances o f these planes crossing the border have been detected so far this year.
Richard Marosi
LOS ANGELES TIMES
They fly low and slow over the 
border, their wings painted black 
and motors humming faintly un­
der moonlit skies. The pilots, some 
armed in the open cockpits, steer 
the horizontal control bar with one 
hand and pull a latch with the other, 
releasing 250-pound payloads that 
land with a thud, leaving only cra­
ters as evidence of another successful 
smuggling run.
Mexican organized crime groups.
becoming increasingly stymied by 
stepped-up enforcement on land, 
have dug tunnels and captained 
boats to get drugs across the U.S.- 
Mexico border.
Now they are taking to the skies, 
using ultralight aircraft that resem­
ble motorized hang gliders to drop 
marijuana bundles in agricultural 
fields and desert scrub across the 
Southwest border.
What began with a few flights 
in Arizona in 2008 is now com­
mon from Texas to California’s 
Imperial Valley and, mostly re­
cently, San Diego, where at least 
two ultralights suspected of carry­
ing drugs have been detected fly­
ing over Interstate 8, according to 
U.S. border authorities.
The number of incursions by 
ultralights reached 228 in the last 
federal fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 
almost double from the previous 
year. Seventy-one have been detect­
ed in this fiscal year through April, 
according to border authorities.
Flying at night with their lights 
out, and zipping back across the 
border in minutes, ultralight air­
craft sightings are rare, but often 
dramatic. At least two planes have 
been chased out o f the Arizona 
skies by Black Hawk Customs and 
Border Protection helicopters and 
F-16 jet fighters.
l^st month, a pair of visiting 
British helicopter pilots almost 
crashed into an ultralight during 
training exercises over California’s 
Imperial Valley.
The smuggling work is fraught 
with danger. High winds can flip 
the light aircraft. Moonlight pro­
vides illumination, but some pilots 
wear night-vision goggles. Others 
fly over major roads to orient them­
selves. Drop zones arc illuminated 
by ground crews using strobe lights 
or glow sticks. There is little room 
for error.
At least one pilot has been para­
lyzed; another died in a crash. In 
Calexico, Calif., Detective Mario
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Salinas was walking to his car one 
morning last year when he heard 
something buzzing over the Police 
Department. “1 hear this weird 
noise, like a lawn mower. I look up 
and 1 see this small plane,” said Sali­
nas, who pursued the aircraft before 
it finally eluded him as it flew over 
the desert.
The ultralight activity is seen as 
strong evidence that smugglers are 
having an increasingly difficult time 
getting shipments of marijuana over 
land crossings.
Authorities noticed a surge in 
flights in Imperial County after 
newly erected fencing along Cali­
fornia’s southeast corner blocked 
smugglers from crossing desert 
dunes in all-terrain vehicles.
U.S. Border Patrol agents, ac­
customed to scouring for footprints 
and tracks in the sand, have had to 
adapt. Ihcy arc now instructed to 
turn off their engines and roll down 
windows so they can listen for in­
cursions by air.
“We’re trained to look down 
and at the fence. Now we have to 
look up for tell-tale signs of ultra­
light traffic,” said Roy D. Villarreal, 
deputy chief patrol agent of the El 
Centro sector in the Imperial Valley.
Although the new trend poses 
serious challenges, authorities point 
out that ultralights are a decidedly 
inefficient way of getting drugs 
across the border.
Traffickers who once moved 
thousands o f pounds o f drugs across 
the border now appear to be pack­
ing their loads by the pound, not 
the ton, authorities say.
The ultralights —  lightweight 
planes typically used as recreational 
aircraft —  arc customized for smug­
gling. All-terrain wheels are added 
for bumpy landings.
Second seats are ripped out to 
add to the fuel capacity. Drugs arc 
loaded onto metal baskets affixed
to the bottom o f the framing. 150 
to 250 pounds o f marijuana arc 
generally carried.
Some ultralights are shrouded in 
black paint, with even the plastic 
tarp covers for the marijuana black­
ened for stealth entries.
Radar operators at Riverside 
County’s Air and Marine Opera­
tions Center, where general avia­
tion air traffic acro.ss the country is 
monitored, have trouble detecting 
the aircraft.
Flying as low as 500 feet, their 
small frames are hard to distinguish 
from trucks. Many appear, then dis­
appear from radar screens.
Others never appear at all, and 
the ultralight trend has prompted 
border authorities to develop new 
radar technologies specifically de­
signed to detect the aircraft.
“There are indications of larger 
amounts of activity,” said Tony 
Crowder, director o f the Air and 
Marine Operations Center, which is 
housed at March Air Reserve Base.
The close cooperation among ra­
dar operators, helicopter pilots and 
agents on the ground has resulted in 
some successes.
Ultralight pilots no longer land 
on U.S. soil after authorities began 
responding quickly to offloading 
sites. The Mexican Army has seized 
four ultralights around Baja Cali­
fornia in recent weeks after being 
tipped off by U.S. authorities.
In Arizona, where the vast ma­
jority o f the flights occur, authori­
ties have arrested 36 people in con­
nection with ultralight smuggling, 
most of them ground crew members 
who load the dropped marijuana 
into cars.
The trend has grown so rapidly 
in sparsely populated areas o f Ari­
zona that Rep. Gabriclle Giffords, 
D-Ariz., introduced a bill last year 
to stiffen prison terms for ultralight 
smugglers.
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California appeals court judge nomination iikeiy to trigger Senate battle
Jam es Oliphant
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
The Senate stands on the edge of 
what could be the biggest fight over 
an Obama administration judicial 
nominee yet, larger than either of the 
confiicts over Supreme Court picks 
Elena Kagan and Sonia Sotomayor.
Senate Majority Leader Harry 
Reid, D-Nev., Tuesday night filed a 
motion to limit debate on the nomi­
nation of Goodwin Liu to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals in San Francisco. 
The motion requires 60 votes to pass 
and its failure to do .so would be a 
filibuster. With 53 senators who cau­
cus with Democrats in the Senate, at 
least seven Republicans would have to
cross party lines to allow Liu to receive 
an up-or-down vote on the floor.
Liu, a law professor at the Univer­
sity of California, Berkeley, is fiercely 
opposed by conservatives, who say 
he favors fashioning new individual 
rights in the Constitution and would 
tilt the 9th Circuit appeals court in 
an even more liberal direction. They 
also argue he is an academic with no 
practical legal experience.
“With his aggressive left-wing ide­
ology and raw inexperience, Good­
win Liu is the rare nominee who 
would make the 9th Circuit worse 
than it already is. Senate Republicans 
need to unite to defeat his nomina­
tion,” said M. Edward Whelan of 
the Ethics and Public Policy Center,
which champions conservative judi­
cial nominees.
His supporters say Liu is a brilliant 
legal mind who follows judicial prec­
edent and resides in the mainstream 
of American jurisprudence. At 40, its 
possible he could be the first Asian- 
American nominee to the Supreme 
Court at some point in his career.
The Obama White House gener­
ally has shied away from the kind of 
incendiary and partisan fights over 
appeals court judges that were a 
staple of the George W. Bush admin­
istration, preferring moderate nomi­
nees with extensive experience in the 
lederal courts.
“Given his exceptional cre­
dentials, first-rate legal mind, and
commitment to the rule of law, he 
deserves an up-or-down vote and 
ultimately confirmation,” said Eric 
Schultz, a White House spokesman.
Beyond their views ot his fitness 
for the post, some Republicans are 
still smarting over Lius testimony 
against Supreme Court nominee 
Samuel Alito in 2006.
Liu cleared the Judiciary Com­
mittee in April for the third time, but 
by a straight 10-8 party-line vote. In 
an “alert” released Wednesday by 
Sens. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, and 
Jeff Sessions, R-AIa., the current and 
former ranking members of the Ju­
diciary Committee, the two senators 
said Liu, if confirmed by the Sen­
ate, “would advance his progre.ssive
philosophy for years to come, doing 
incalculable damage to the constitu­
tional system of limited government 
and federalism envisioned by our 
founding fathers.”
In the late 1990s, Senate Repub­
licans delayed the nomination of 
Sotomayor, a Latina, to the appeals 
court in New York over concerns in 
part that she would ultimately reach 
the high court. And indeed. Presi­
dent Barack Obama nominated her 
to be the courts first Hispanic justice 
in 2009.
Lius cause has been championed 
by interest groups, Asian-American 
advocates and prominent legal schol­
ars since he was first nominated by 
Obama in early 2010.
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SAN FRANCISCO (MCT) — ILLINOIS (MCT) —
The University of California may United Airlines apologized on
charge higher tuition each of the Wednesday for inadvertently reac-
next five years even if the state tivating the retired flight numbers
stops cutting its budget, UC lead- of the m o planes that crashed af-
ers said Wednesday. ter being hijacked by terrorists on
Administrators presented four Sept. 11,2001. The flight numbers
budget scenarios Wednesday to were assigned by a computer late
help the Board of Regents plan Monday for sales of future flights,
future budgets. Under the rosiest said Rahsaan Johnson, an airline
scenario —  which is unlikely, given spokesman. Early Wednesday, air-
the state’s financial crisis —  UC line officials noticed the error and
would raise tuition 8 percent p>er immediately removed them from
year, starting in 2012. the system.
Regents in November approved “We did not make a decision to
an 8 percent increase that will take use those flight numbers,” Johnson
annual undergraduate tuition to said. “The error was technical.”
$11,124 for the fäll term. The in- Although not required by the
crease followed a 32 percent tuition Federal Aviation Administration, as
hike in 2009-10. a practice airlines typically retire the
'fhe budget presenution, nearly numbers of flights involved in fatal
identical to one at the r^ents’ March crashes, an FAA spokeswoman said.
meeting, assumed a $500 million cut Because the numbers were as-
this year and gave the board scenarios signed for sales of future flights, the
ranging from, on the high end, 8 p>er- numbers did not appear on screens
cent annual budget increases to 2 per- at airpon check-in counters, depar-
cent reductions starting next year. All rure/arrlval monitors or gates.
four optiorts include tuition increases It is,' however, possible tliar the
of up to 20 percent per year. numbers were displayed on airline
and travel websites for reservation.
•  •  • Johnson said.
ROSEVILLE (MCT) — •  •  •
Ifie City of Roseville and KB 
Homes today unveiled a new wa- CONNECTICUT (MCT) —
ter and energy efficient community Air Force One aborted a landing
— complete with the first homes Wednesday morning in Connecti-
in the nation to earn the Environ- cut, as poor visibility forced the
mental Protection Agency’s Water- plane carrying President Barack
Sense label. Obama to circle around before
WaterSense is an EPA initiative landing safely.
to increase water and energy con- Obama was en route to deliver
servation with the help of partners a graduation speech at the Coast
such as builders, nonprofits and Guard Academy when reporters
utilities, fhe homes at KB Homes’ on the ground saw his familiar
Springwood development are the blue and white 747 abort its first
first in the nation to receive the des- attempt at landing at the Bradley.
ignation, according to the company. Air National Guard Base in East
Ihe development has 118 lots for Granby, Conn.
built-to-order homes. “The pilot was in the process j
WaterSense homes are supposed of landing, but due to weather
to use about 20 p>ercent less water the pilot decided to circle around
than a typical home, saving about and then landed the plane,” White
10,000 gallons of water a year. House spokesman Nick Shapiro
KB Homes touts its Springwood said. “This is a standard and safe
homes as saving 50,000 gallons for procedure.” Air Force One landed
a typical family of four — enough on the second attempt, at 10:05
to fill five swimming pools. a.m. EDT.
International
YEMEN (M C D --
Yemen’s president and opposition 
leaders have agreed to sign a Gulf- 
brokered deal fd|^  a transition of 
power, with slight modifications, 
after intervcniioni from U.S. and 
European diplomats, an opposition 
official told Reuters on Wednesday.
Al-Arabiya satellite network 
reported that the two sides had 
reached an agreement with interna­
tional assistance. But there was no 
immediate confirmation from the 
government.
“After American, European and 
Gulf efforts, there was agreement by 
the president on the Gulf initiative 
after simple changes, and the sign­
ing will be today,” opposition offi­
cial Yahya Abu Usbua told Reuters.
Modifications to the original 
deal proposed by Saleh’s ruling par­
ty Tuesday and relayed to the op­
position by diplomats would have' 
allowed the ruling|3arty to appoint 
a unity government for the tran­
sition period untjl elections and 
would also have clijknged which op>- 
position representative signed the 
agreement, an opjjosition leader 
told Reuters.
IRAN (MCT) —
Detained journalist Dorothy Par- 
vaz has been released by Iranian 
authorities and arrived in Qatar 
on Wednesday morning, her fi­
ance said.
Todd Barker said Parvaz was 
safe and healthy, “just a little tired.”
Parvaz, 39, a former reporter at 
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer and 
briefly at The Se« t^tle Times, now 
works for the C^tar-based news 
agency Al-Jazeera. She has Cana­
dian, Iranian and U.S. citizenship.
She used her Iranian passport to 
enter Syria on April 29 and was de­
tained at the Damascus airport and 
hadn’t been heard from since.
Iran was silent on Parvaz’s 
whereabouts until Tuesday, when 
Iran’s foreign-ministry spokesman 
said she had committed several 
violations, but stopped short of ad­
mitting she was being held in Iran.
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YOPAC hosts first annual 
Surf Film Night at the PAG
GLEN MAR APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING!
SPACIOUS 2 BED, 1 BATH APARTMENTS 
AT SOUTH ENTRANCE OF CAL POLY! 
WALK TO SCHOOL, RESTAURANTS & 
SHOPPING! OFFERING 10 & 11 1/2 
MONTH LEASES! $1300/MONTH.
Jessica Tam
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Surf’s up. Cal Poly.
Cal Poly surfers and surf fans 
alike can catch the waves on the 
big screen as the Youth Outreach 
Program for the Performing Arts 
Center (YOPAC) hosts its first an­
nual “Surf Film Night.” The event 
takes a deeper look into competi­
tive surfing and will take place at 
the Christopher Cohan Performing 
Arts Center (PAC) on May 19.
The purpose o f the film night is 
to get students more interested and 
involved with events happening 
in the PAC. Student excitement is 
what Melody Klemin, the YOPAC 
Marketing and Outreach coordi­
nator, is looking for. Klemin said 
YOPAC wanted to do something 
that would “relate to Cal Poly stu­
dents” to get them into the PAC.
“We feel like they don’t of­
ten have the opportunity enough 
or want to come to sec things,” 
Klemin said. “So, we thought it 
would be logical to try a surf film 
... as a way to get more Cal Poly 
students into our building. Because 
it’s here for them.”
The PAC is also a place for lo­
cal students to participate and be a 
part o f the performing arts in San
Si
Luis Obispo. Sintx. starting under 
the foundation o f the PAC in'Sep­
tember 2006, YOPAC has made 
possible for 250,000 local students 
in K through 12 to use the center, 
free o f charge.
“This program is targeted to­
ward local K through 12 students 
and through a variety o f programs, 
we try to engage them as audience 
members, performers and investiga­
tors o f the performing arts,” Klemin 
said.
YOPAC created both School 
Matinee Performances —  making 
attending shows more feasible and 
covering transportation expenses 
for youths —  and Young Art­
ists Onstage, which allows public 
schools to come to the PAC during 
the day to watch shows. These pro­
grams have expanded to serve all o f 
San Luis Obispo County and parts 
o f Santa Barbara County.
“ It’s all about accessibility for 
students —  trying to get people in 
here who may not otherwise have 
the chance,” Klemin said. “We have 
a strong commitment to (local) stu­
dents, to providing arts education 
for them.”
Krista Scarbrough, the market­
ing and outreach assistant coordi-
see Surf, page 10
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Citízcn Cope said he’s been to San Luis Obispo once before and is “ looking 
forward to coming back” to perform during UU Hour today.
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Hannah Croft
HANNAHCROFT. M D ^ M A I  L.COM
The University Union (UU) Plaza 
will host Citizen Cope for a solo 
acoustic concert during UU Hour 
today as one o f Concerts in the Pla­
zas larger events o f the school year.
Business administration senior 
Jack! Iwanski, who books perform­
ers for Concerts in the Plaza, said 
her approach to booking this year 
was to work around the dates when 
potential artists were playing in Los 
Angeles or San Francisco.
“ Its kind o f the halfway point,” 
Iwanski said. “1 knew he was touring 
in the area, so he’s basically stopping 
on the way down to L.A."
In a survey distributed by Asso­
ciated Students Inc. (ASI) earlier in 
the school year. Citizen Cope was 
one o f the most requested artists by 
students, Iwanski said. She said she’s 
received nothing but positive feed­
back from students, who are very 
excited for the concert.
Iwanski said booking can be 
tricky with a shrinking budget, 
but her goal was to ftnd two bigger 
names for spring quarter, when the 
weather is nice.
“When the weather is great in fall 
and spring, we try to get two or three 
bigger names,” she said. “Zion I was 
great, and I think we ll get a similar 
turnout for (today)."
Usually, Iwanski said, reggae art­
ists are a big hit on campus. But she 
said she also likes to get a variety 
throughout the year.
Students around campus have 
cxpres.sed excitement for the concert 
throughout the week. Graphic com­
munication freshman Tess Hannel
said she didn’t even believe it was 
true that Citizen Cope was coming.
“1 saw his name on a poster by 
Starbucks one day and I thought 
it was a mistake,” Hannel said. 
“It’s crazy to see big names coming 
through Cal Poly.”
Iwanski said with the multi-ac­
tivity center in the new Recreation 
Center, it will be easier to host big 
names on campus in the future. The 
new center will allow for larger au­
diences and give ASI the capability 
of chaiging students for tickets, so 
more widely-known artists will be 
easier to acquire.'
Citizen Cope’s music is described 
as “stripped down,” and his songs 
have been featured on popular TV 
shows such as “Grey’s Anatomy” 
and “Gossip Girl.”
“ I first started listening (to Citi­
zen Cope) my freshman year o f high 
school,” Hannel said. “I’ve been 
kind of in love with him ever since.” 
Hannel > said she was originally 
drawn to Qtizen Cope’s music be­
cause it’s different, but she couldn’t 
quite describe it. Neither could 
Clarence Greenwood — the man 
behind the music.
“I don’t usually describe my mu­
sic,” he said. “I tell people they re­
ally have to listen to it.”
Greenwood said he’s looking 
forward to the concert, despite the 
sneezing fits that come with his 
spring allergies.
“I’ve been to San Luis Obispo 
once,” he said. “But it was a really 
long time ago. I’m looking forward 
to coming back.”
College tours, Greenwood said,
. . ,  . Citizen Cope, page II
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Surf
continuedfrom page 8
naior For YOPAC, said she agrees 
that convenience is key.
“It’s always been a goal to reach 
out to students and to educate them 
in the PAC,” Scarbrough said. “Be­
cause there have been so many bud­
get cuts, they don’t have that outlet 
as much as they have in the past.’’
Therefore, students should take 
advantage of this outlet more often, 
Scarbrough said.
“Hopefully, it will enlighten 
the Cal Poly community about the 
PAC,” Scarbrough said. “A lot of 
students haven’t attended it, and it 
would be nice to reach out to them 
and support arts education.”
And the surfing theme night 
hopes to draw everyone, even 
those who do not participate in the 
sport, because “it’s really interest­
ing to look at the culture o f surf­
ing,” Klemin said.
“We have the ocean so close to 
us; I’m sure we know people who 
surf as a sport and as a leisure activ­
ity,” she said. “ It’s cool to peek into 
their world and have an apprecia­
tion for it.”
Two one-hour films will be 
shown to benefit YOPAC, entitled 
“Who is J.O .B.?” and “A Fly in the 
Champagne.”
The film “Who is J.O .B.?” docs 
just what the title entails: it takes 
a closer look into the life of Jamie 
O ’Brien, the 2005 Breakthrough 
Performer of the Year by Surfer 
Poll Awards. The Hawaiian native 
opens up in the film about his life 
in and out of the water, revealing 
information that not everyone 
knew about him, such as the dis­
tant relationship he had with his 
mother and how he once wore a 
helmet duct-taped to his head in 
the water.
“A Fly in the Champagne” fea­
tures the often spirited rivalry be­
tween Kelly Slater, the Association 
o f Surfing Professionals (ASP) 10- 
time world champion, and three- 
time world champion Andy Irons, 
who died last November. But the 
Slater/Irons competition finally 
comes to an end as these two settle 
the biggest rivalry in surfing.
Hearing names such as Slater 
and Irons draws the attention of 
those who are familiar with surf­
ing. Landscape architecture junior 
Travis Chin recognizes these as 
“some of the biggest names in the
SnjCCNI GOvnNMfNT
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Student Representatives Wanted
for 2011-12
Cal Poly 
Corporation 
Board of Directors
Cal Poly Corporation manages 
the El Corral Bookstore and 
Campus Dining, and administers 
Cal Poly's endowments, 
agricultural enterprises and 
sponsored research.
Cal Poly
Housing Corporation 
Board of Directors
Cal Poly Housing 
Corporation assists Cal Poly 
with faculty and staff 
recruitment and retention by 
planning, developing and 
operating housing programs.
Cal Poly 
Foundation 
Board of Directors
Cal Poly Foundation board is 
comprised of successful Cal Poly 
alumni and friends who promote 
and generate private support to 
build and maintain the polytechnic 
model. The Foundation invests and 
manages Cal Poly 's endowment 
and other private gifts
Applications are due: 
May 20,2011 before 5 p.m.
a o f life. 1 think I feel the 
most alive when I’m sud^gs ifsjyW-4-u
just me and the waves oi7 ||ieit.%
—  Travis Chin
Landscape architecture junior
surf world,” and said surfing some­
thing is much more than a hobby.
“It’s a way of life,” Chin said. “ I 
feel the most alive when I’m surf­
ing; it’s just me and the waves out 
there. So, it’s nice that this program 
decided to bring surfing into the
school and community.”
Tickets for the event can be pur­
chased at the Performing Arts Cen­
ter Ticket Office for $10. Attendees 
will also receive a complimentary 
Red Bull energy drink and a chance 
to win various surf-related prizes.
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) —  What you’re after may not 
be possible —  just yet. Get your ducks in a row and you’ll 
surdy have a bener shot at it —  and more.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oa. 22) —  You’ll have the chance to 
show people just what you’re capable of, and you won’t even 
have to give it your all just yet.
SCORITO (O a. 23-Nov. 21) —  A matter of policy may 
be more complicated than you expected, but if you main­
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‘Byzantium’ to showcase Cal Poly writing talent
Lauren Scott
LAUR£NSCOTT.MD@G MAIL.COM
For the past 40 years, the English 
department has held an annual cre­
ative writing contest with two cat­
egories: fiction and poetry. First, 
second and third place winners re­
ceive cash prizes and get published 
in the “Cal Poly Literary Annual 
Byzantium.”
“Byzantium” is a student-run lit­
erary journal which consists o f the 
winning entries and editors’ choices 
selected from the annual Al Land­
wehr Creative Writing Contest.
“The work that goes into the 
journal itself is amazing,” said Aaron 
Rowley, second place fiction winner 
and biomedical engineering junior. 
“To me, ‘Byzantium’ is just a testa­
ment to how motivated and creative 
students in our community can be.”
Two separate faculty judging 
committees, one for poetry and 
one for fiction, judge the entries of 
the competition. The journal’s co­
editors then select additional works 
they want to publish in addition to 
the six winning entries.
Originating in 1991, “Byzan­
tium” has published literary works by 
students who have gone on to pres­
tigious graduate schools in creative 
writing, including Columbia, Emer­
son, University o f California Davis, 
Irvine and San Francisco State.
Byzantium complements the 
English department’s creative writ­
ing emphasis by providing a cap­
stone publication that demonstrates 
a student and department commit-
ment to creative writing.
Typically, two English students are 
chosen to be co-editors. This year’s 
“Byzantium” editors are English se­
niors Meg Archer and Sam Reynard.
Working with art director Allie 
Harold, the editors are responsible 
for all aspects of the publication: 
choosing a printer, laying out the 
text, editing the text, selling the 
magazine and coordinating the un­
veiling ceremony, which will take 
place May 22 in the Ag Engineering 
building, room 123.
The two editors are earning se­
nior project credit for their work on 
the literary journal.
Although Reynard said she is not 
much of a creative writer herself, she 
enjoys participating in the produc­
tion and editing o f “Byzantium." 
All the winners this year are of great 
quality, Reynard said.
“What’s really unusual is that 
both the first place poem and first 
place fiction stories transform older 
forms and styles into very con­
temporary ways o f seeing life right 
now,” Clark said.
TEis year, English students Anna 
Bush and Jcsseca Zwicker won first 
place in the Creative Writing Con­
test. Bush’s sonnet “Sea Glass." 
which is about the survivors of Hur­
ricane Katrina, and Zwicker’s story, 
“Ferryman," a dystopian story about 
earth and the afterlife, won them 
both $100.
“1 intend to use the money to 
buy books for my grad classes next 
quarter,” Bush said. “1 am going to 
need a bigger bookshelf"
 ^ Tos^e, ‘Byzantium’ is just a 
tesitainent to how motivated and
creative students in 
community can be. J
— Aaron Rowley
Biomedical engineering junior
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Bush’s sonnet is in an old form 
that is very difficult to make con­
temporary, contest director Kevin 
Clark said.
“She is highly inventive with the 
form for such a young poet,” Clark 
said.
Zwicker’s story is “harrowing 
and brilliant,” Clark said.
Reynard said normally the 
judges struggle to decide which 
story is deserving of first place, 
but Zwicker’s story was a clear first 
choice to all o f the judges, as they 
determined her writing style to be 
beyond the college level.
“The first place fiction choice 
(‘Ferryman’) was a unanimous deci­
sion," she said. “Everyone immedi­
ately knew this piece was the winner."
This year’s competition received 
more entries than ever before.
“ It’s l>een really great seeing the 
talent we have here on campus,” 
Reynard said.
Reynard said she enjoys seeing 
students from other departments 
and majors participate in the writ­
ing contest.
Ì
“Our second and third place 
fiction winners are not English 
majors, which is cool,” she said.
In order to remain an equal 
and balanced opportunity for stu­
dents to have their work chosen 
for the journal, students submit 
their work under a pseudonym. 
This ensures everyone an equal 
opportunity to be published, Rey­
nard said.
The unveiling ceremony will 
give each of the first, second and 
third place winners the opportu­
nity to read their work out loud.
“Byzantium” has acted as the 
publication medium for the Al 
l.andwehr Award since the Mus­
tang Daily ceased to publish the 
contest’s winners in 1991, due to 
financial restraints.
In 1991, English alumna Joc­
elyn Webb Pedersen decided to 
edit and publish the first journal 
as her senior project. Drawing on 
the name of the utopian city in 
the poems o f W.B. Yeats, Pedersen 
titled the journal “Byzantium."
Byzantium is distributed to 
the public for free, and will be re­
leased for the first time this year 
on Sunday.
Citizen Cope
continued from page 9
always have a strange dynamic. 
With regular concerts, people pay 
to attend and they generally know 
his music. But today, he could be 
playing to an audience full o f peo­
ple who have never heard his music.
“You’re never going to please 
everyone,” he said. “Even if you 
bring in the most mainstream art­
ist, someone’s going to hate it.” 
Greenwood said he would ulti­
mately like to expose people to a 
new genre of music.
“Most people who come to con­
certs already have a relationship 
with the record,” he said. “But ev­
ery show is a new opportunity to 
gain some new fans.”
Citizen Cope’s current tour, for 
which all performances are solo 
acoustic sets, is selling out dates 
across the nation and across the 
world. Greenwood said he’s taken 
his time on this tour and is playing 
multiple dates in the same city.
“I did five shows in Seattle, five 
in New York and now I have three 
nights in LA .,” he said. “I like it so 
much better than being in a differ­
ent place every night.”
Citizen Cope’s Santa Monica 
tour dates are all sold out.
After the tour. Greenwood and 
the rest o f Citizen Cope are getting 
to work on a new album, and are 
looking to do a full tour next July.
But he couldn’t pick whether he 
liked solo acoustic tours or tours 
with the whole band better.
“They’re so different,” he said. 
“And I love them both.”
Greenwood will be on stage at 
11 a.m. today for a performance 
Iwanski said she expects to bring in 
a large audience.
“I’m ditching class for this,” 
Hannel said. “I’m really excited.”
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Schwarzenegger’s lies resurface again
Steve Lopez is a columnist for The Los 
Angeles Times.
Back in October of 2003,1 witnessed 
a remarkable spectacle at a San Diego 
rally for gubernatorial candidate 
Arnold Schwarzenegger. As I talked 
to people about allegations that 
Schwarzenegger had crudely groped 
women against their will, using his 
celebrity and power to have his way, 
they were outraged.
Not at Schwarzenegger, but at the 
Lx>s Angeles Times, for reporting the 
stories.
Even after Schwarzenegger 
stepped to the stage in San Diego 
and admitted that “where there’s 
smoke, there’s fire,” GOP women 
who espoused family values came to 
Schwarzenegger’s defense. They in­
sisted that cither all Arnold’s accu.s- 
ers were making it up, or that they 
wanted to be groped. “It doesn’t mat­
ter,” one woman told me.
Some accused Ihc Times of delv­
ing into ancient history to deliver 
a knockout punch solely because 
Schwarzenegger was a Republican, 1 
thought then and 1 think now that 
the newspaper had a responsibility 
to investigate the character of a man 
who wanted to be g*>vernor.
l.ater that day, at the Orange 
County fairgrounds, I watched as 
Schwarzenegger staged a crowd­
pleasing stunt. As the teeming crowd 
roared its approval, he dropped a 
wrecking ball from the sky, destroy­
ing an (3ldsmobile to symbolize that 
he was going to crush the vehicle tax 
if elected governor.
It was such a g(M>d show, nobody 
noticed the deception. Schwarzeneg­
ger didn’t explain how he’d make up 
the $4 billion in lost revenue, and 
not long after he took office and 
slashed the rax, the state’s deficit had 
grown by $4 billion. What a surprise.
('.alifornia never climbed out of 
that hole. In fact, the gap would only 
deepen as Schwarzenegger failed to 
deliver on his promise to “tear up the 
credit card” and instead borrowed 
huge sums. After vowing to get the 
money out of Sacramento p>olitics, 
he set fundraising records.
It didn’t help that the economy 
crashed while he was in office, but
make no mistake: Schwarzenegger 
was a flop as governor despite fleet­
ing flashes of leadership. Even his 
once-adoring fans turned on him 
when they realized they’d been had, 
driving his poll numbers to embar­
rassing depths.
In January, as one of his final acts 
as governor, Schwarzenegger further 
sullied himself — in addition to 
outraging the family of a homicide 
victim — by commuting the murder 
sentence of the son of former Assem­
bly Speaker Fabian Nunez, a Schwar­
zenegger friend.
Given this backdrop, I can’t say 
I was surprised by Tuesday’s news 
that Schwarzenegger had fathered 
a child with a longtime member of 
his hou.sehold staff. Yeah, the details 
were scn.sational, but the whole mess 
fits the narrative of a man who ha.s al­
ways seemed to live in his own celeb­
rity world by his own twisted rules of 
privilege and entitlement, his life an 
orgy of self-glory.
“After leaving the governor’s of­
fice 1 told my wife about this event, 
which occurred over a decade ago," 
Schwarzenegger said in a statement.
Ibis “event"?
Is the betrayal of his wife and 
children in their own home just an 
“event” to him?
“There are no cxcu.ses and I take 
full responsibility for the hurt 
I have caused,” Schwar­
zenegger went on. “1 
have apologized to 
Maria, my chil­
dren and my 
family, and 1 am 
truly sorry."
Sorry he did 
it or sorry he got 
taught? And arc there 
any more surprises out 
there?
There’s been no allega­
tion that Schwarzenegger’s 
attentions were unwel­
come, but 1 can’t 
help but wonder 
exactly how willing 
the female employee 
was in this case.
She worked 
for him, af­
ter all. It
wasn’t a level playing field. And I can’t 
help but think about the descriptions 
of Schwarzenegger groping incidents 
by women who described them as 
uncomfortable and unwelcome.
With this tryst, Schwarzenegger 
risked not just having his own insa­
tiable appetites revealed, but forever 
destroying the relationship between 
the employee and .Arnold’s own 
wife and children. And then there’s 
the child he fathered, who asked for 
none of this and, one can only hope, 
will be able to build a life that’s not 
defined by the parents’ lies.
To make it even more mortify- 
ingly awkward, Schwarzenegger kept 
this under his hat while his wife, 
Maria Shriver, gave 
up her TV re­
porting job 
to serve 
his politi­
cal amhi-
t I o n s , 
a n .d 
she did 
it with . 
g r a c e ,  
u s i n g
the title of first lady to advocate for 
families and women’s empowerment.
No wonder she moved out of the 
Brentwood house and into a hotel 
when she found out the husband 
she defended, amid all the groping 
allegations, had kept an even bigger 
secret from her all these years.
It’s beyond fiction, this tale of 
greed and deceit.
The man with huge biceps (thanks 
to his admitted u.se of steroids), huge 
box office receipts and huge ambi­
tions turns out to be a huge phony, 
too. How about an apology to the 
people of California, Arnold?
Up to now, in the time since he 
left office, the ex-governor has been 
jetting around the world, hob­
nobbing with director James 
Cameron and Mikhail 
Gorbachev and 
skiing in 
France while 
an alleged 
b i d d i n g  
w a r  
b r o k e  
out for 
two more 
“ Termi- 
n a t o r ” 
i ns t a l l ­
ments.
H e ’ s 
e xp e c t e d  
to write a 
m c m o i r . 
A n d ,  
at least 
until this 
week’s news. 
S c hwa r z e ne g ­
ger was said to 
be working on 
an animated 
children's scries 
based on his life. 
Can someone 
please red-light that
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Commencement speakers not preaching to the choir
Tim othy R utten is a colum nist fo r  the 
Los Angeles Times.
At the nations Roman Catholic 
universities, controversy over the 
choice o f commencement speakers 
has become almost as regular an an­
nual ritual as graduation itself.
Two years ago, conservative 
Catholics made a major issue of 
President Obamas speech to Notre 
Dames graduating class. Their ar­
gument was that no Catholic insti-
PAUL LACHINE NEWSART
tution ought to honor anyone who 
favors abortion rights. This springes 
contretemps is a bit o f a mirror im­
age o f that one: More than 70 lead­
ing Catholic scholars have sent a 
pointedly critical letter to House 
Speaker John A. Boehner, R-Ohio, 
who delivered Saturday’s com­
mencement address at the Catholic 
University o f America. The signers 
charge that the budget the Republi­
can leader recently pushed through 
the House ignores the church’s
social teachings.
“Your voting record,” they write, 
“ is at variance from one of the 
church’s most ancient moral teach­
ings. From the apostles to the pres­
ent, the Magisterium o f the Church 
has insisted that those in power 
are morally obliged to preference 
the needs of the poor. Your record 
in support of legislation to address 
the desperate needs o f the poor is 
among the worst in Congress. Tliis 
fundamental concern should have 
great urgency for Catholic policy­
makers. Yet, even now, you work in 
opposition to it.”
The letter goes on to describe the 
GOP budget’s proposed abolition 
o f Medicare and Medicaid, while 
at the same time cutting taxes for 
corporations and the wealthy, as 
“anti-life.”
Boehner happens to be Catho­
lic, and the fact that both he and 
his Democratic predecessor, Nancy 
Pelosi, have been attacked.by their 
co-religionists as insufficiently 
Catholic reflects the American 
church’s ongoing civil war between 
those (mainly Republicans) who 
want to elevate abortion and same- 
sex marriage above all other social 
and political questions and those 
(mainly Democrats) who sub­
scribe to the late Cardinal Joseph 
Bernardin’s view that the church’s 
teachings on life and society are a 
“seamless garment.”
The scholars’ letter is a subtle 
riposte not only to Catholic con­
servatives but to the growing num­
ber o f bishops who suggest that 
Catholicism and membership in the 
Democratic Party are incompatible.
To understand why, you need 
to start by recalling that Catholic 
University was founded in 1887, 
with the approval of Pope Leo 
XIII, whose great encyclical Rerum 
Novarum is the foundation of the
modern church’s social teachings. 
The school is the church’s only 
American institution o f higher 
learning founded by the bishops, 
and many leading prelates serve as 
trustees and, therefore, approved 
the invitation to Boehner.
In other words, to chide the 
speaker is to chide them. The sign­
ers o f this letter, unlike the bishops 
in the Obama controversy, also have 
been at pains to say they welcome 
Boehner to Catholic U, though 
they disagree with him.
Even so. what this controversy 
brings into fresh focus is just how 
distasteful it is in the American 
context to turn politics into a kind 
of inquisition into any officehold­
ers’ religious conscience —  or, for 
that matter, to allow religious con­
viction to blindly dictate political 
decisions.
Not long ago, scholar and com­
mentator Michael Sean Winters, 
writing in the Jesuit magazine 
America, summed up the dangers 
inherent in this manner o f weigh­
ing political judgment and religious 
conviction. He wrote: “The dis­
agreement that is most necessary is 
not between Catholic conservatives 
and Catholic liberals. ... The social 
doctrine o f the church, and specifi­
cally its humanism, its emphasis on 
an integral appreciation for human
dignity, is the necessary tonic for 
the excesses o f both left and right 
in American political life. ... Pre­
cisely because the church concerns 
herself first with the human person 
and derivatively with politics, her 
teachings transcend the debates o f 
the day in compelling ways.”
The seductive aspect o f reduc- 
tionism, whether in politics or reli­
gion, is the false promise o f clarity. 
But just as meaningful politics can’t 
really be reduced to a series o f non- 
negotiable demands or single-issue 
litmus tests, neither can genuine 
religion be reduced to mere eth­
ics or a series o f legislative votes. 
Church and state arc separate in 
America not simply through con­
stitutional tradition but because 
the tradition recognizes that poli­
tics and religion are distinct aspects 
of human experience. They often 
inform and, sometimes, challenge 
each other, but when they merge, 
the result is harsh and unlovely. 
There’s a reason we deem “theoc­
racy” a term o f opprobrium.
Few rhetorical exercises are as 
forgettable as the average com­
mencement address, but the contro­
versy surrounding this one ought to 
be an occasion for sober reflection.
Igtroversy brings into fresh 
it how distasteful it i s ... 
to allow religious convii 
blindly dictate political ded
— Timothy Rutten
Loc Angeles Times columnist
The only person who can “prevent" 
an assault from happening is the 
perpetrator. While there are a num­
ber o f ways that women can “reduce 
their risk” o f being assaulted (such as 
moderating alcohol consumption), 
let’s remember to place the blame 
and prevention responsibility where 
it truly lies ... with the perpetrator.
—  A M
In  response to ^University police is­
sue th ird  reported sexual assault alert"
Let these recent events be a message 
to all women attending college to be 
more cautious. If you’re drinking, 
don’t get carried away and get oblit­
erated to the point where you can’t 
protect yourself, especially when you 
don’t have friends with you to look 
after you.
There’s always going to be people 
out there who would commit some­
thing as terrible as sexual assault/ 
rape, so you need to be vigilant and
not place yourselves in a more sus­
ceptible position. These acts could 
have (been) prevented if the women 
involved were more cautious, assum­
ing copious amounts of alcohol were 
involved. Exercise moderation and 
have at least one person with you 
that you trust.
—  Breanne
In response to "University police is­
sue th ird  reported sexual assault alert "
If person A attempts to murder per­
son B, does that make it any less hor­
rible than if they actually murdered 
them? Person A would certainly still 
get charged by the authorities.
It’s sad that we’re even arguing 
semantics here. The fact that AT 
LEAST once a day somebody at Cal 
Poly attempts to rape another human 
being is a deplorable statistic in and 
of itself. The fact that EVERY FEW 
DAYS a rape is actually completed 
makes it even worse.
Cal Poly is not immune to rape 
just like it is not immune to racism 
or sexism or any other bigoted action 
one can think o f  just look over the 
past few years and there arc enough 
examples to prove this (hint: start 
with the Crops House incident and 
go from there).
It’s time for people to wake up, 
leave their little bubble and real­
ize that these issues DO EXIST on 
our campus and that we need to do 
something about it.
The fact of the matter is N O ­
BODY should ever be sexually as­
saulted or raped and we need to do 
something about that staning today.
—  Stop Being Insensitive
In ixsponse to "University police is­
sue th ird  reported sexual assault alert"
On some level I agree. We should 
be doing something to prevent this 
sort of thing from happening. The 
question becomes how do we know 
if our selected course of action is hav­
ing the desired eflFect? We have to be 
intellectually honest with ourselves. 
Even a slight exaggeration, like the 
one SAFER made in that quote hurts 
their credibility, and perhaps more 
importantly prevents us from know­
ing the true extent o f the problem 
and the effectiveness o f the solutions.
—  Developers! Developers!
Developers!
In response to "University police is­
sue th ird  reported sexual assault a lert”
Unfortunately, the campus seems 
bent on whitewashing the past and 
removing all traces that YES, rapes 
DO happen on campus. All those red 
handprints that were placed where a 
rape occurred were removed with no 
explanations other than it “makes 
the campus look bad.” I found that 
to be a pathetic excuse and it’s sad 
that the community accepted it. 
People should know that nowhere is 
100 percent safe from predators, and 
watch out for their friends at panies. 
Also, I am sure there are guys who 
have been raped on campus as well 
and never came out with it because 
of the stigmas against men who have 
.been raped.
Thanks for the great blog!
—  Melissa
In  response to "BLOG: S tand up 
against sexual assault"
I guess 1 should quit drinking 3-5 
cups of green tea a day, even though 
drinking tea usually gets rid o f my 
headaches. I guess it’s healthier to 
load upon asprin, as caffeine is much 
more dangerous than the px)tcntial 
stomach and liver damage caused by 
painkillers. And I guess 1 should just 
ignore the cancer fighting qualities of 
tea and coffee, too, becau.se having to
. pee a little bit more often and feeling 
just plain awesome sucks.
—  Kyle
In response to "Kicking the caffeine
habit"
People love to talk about anything 
but the article on here. Who gives 
a rat’s ass about the grammar? The 
point of the article is that a country 
was hiding the biggest mass-murder­
er in the world. So stop hiding be­
hind your cowardly ego and realize 
that an opinion piece is about some­
one’s opinion. Sorry if it’s not yours.
— John
In response to "Focus should now  
shift to Pakistan"
N O TE : The M ustang Daily features 
select comments that are written in  
response to articles posted online. 
Though not a ll the responses are printed, 
the M ustang D aily prints comments 
that are coherent and  faster intelligent 
discussion on a git>en subject. No 
overcapitalization, pleMc.
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HELP WANTED
The Mustang Daily is hiring the following positions for the
2011-2012 school year:
J Section editors • Copy editors • Staff writers • Web editor 
'I ■’ •  Design editors • Photographers
" Jif you are interested in any of the above positions please 
‘ send a r^sum6 and at 3 least clips to kaytlynLeslie.md@ 
gmail.com or drop off in the Mustang Daily newsroom. 
Graphic Arts building 26 room 226. 3ob descriptions are
■ r ? ■ available on Mustang30BS.
' Cài Poly's student radio station KCPR 91.3 is looking for a 
 ^j ;  News Director.
^ . the News Director will lead and manage public affairs 
¿¿ • through the planning, production, and generating of in­
novative, original news content from the greater San Luis 
Obispo area and interfacing with the community. The 
News Director will assists with news programming deci­
sions and news operations along with managing news 
planning, reporting, editing, and production, while closely 
working with the Mustang Daily, and other facets of Cal 
Poly Dournalism. Responsibility and understanding of news 
planning, reporting, editing and production.
All majors are encourages to apply. Applications 
may be submitted to generalmanagers.kcpr<@gmail.com 
or at KCPR on the third floor of the Graphic Arts Buidling
(Bldg 26), Room 301
Summer Day Camp wants 
counselors & instructors. 
San Fernando and 
Conejo Valleys. 
www.workatcamp.com
ADVlRilSE WIlH MUSTANG
A  m in is
t.iiliiu) .il S I'. Ilü d.iyoi Iris 
l.iiiqil.iilv.i(l'> '. qm.iil com
ROOMMATE WANTED
Available now!
Beautiful master bedroom in 3 bedroom, 3 bathroom 
townhome. Plenty of space for bed, couch, and desk in 
the room. Double sink and double shower. Huge walk 
in closet. The home has a spacious kitchen, living room, 
dining room, car garage & washer/dryer. You would be 
sharing the house with 2 young female professionals, 
recently graduated from college. Rent is $750 per month, 
plus utilities. Ideal for a recent graduate!
I am looking for someone to fill this room ASAP. If inter­
ested email me at katesaley@yahoo.com
HOUSING
Ibdrms $1250 Studios $925 
Includes cable, intrnt, 
wtr & trsh!
Garage with Storage 
$25 a mnthi 
284 N Chorro Street 
SLO, CA 
805 544-3952 
www.CentralCoastRen- 
tals.com
LOST
8 GB HP Black USB 
Flash Pen lost somewhere 
between Foothill Star- 
bucks & 55 Broad. Folders 
include
"3ose" "Tina's Wedding" 
"School" "Wedding 
Dress" & others. $50 re­
ward if found. Please 
contact Amanda at 
aaflom@gmail.com
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CRO SSW O RD  PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Clothes horse 
6 Doctor's advice 
10 Lectern
14 Part of PABA
15 Constantly
16 Verb preceder
17 Lead-in
18 Ireland
19 Mr. Waldheim
20 Hartman and Bonet
21 Shrinks back 
23 Legume
25 Java alternative
26 Discreet summons 
29 Court jester
32 Igneous rock, once
37 Nth deg.
38 Huge hairstyle
39 More uncanny
40 Beethoven piece 
(2 wds.)
43 Medieval weapon
44 Sign on a diner
45 Corn Belt st.
46 Disgorges
47 Advantage
48 NFL periods
49 Col. Sanders’ place 
51 Vitamin amt.
53 Managed (2 wds.) 
58 Vedic god of 
thurxler
62 Killer of Osiris
63 Helm position
64 Rathskeller mug
65 Maui neighbor
66 Earth sci.
67 Lily variety
68 Uroe aiono
69 FICA  numbers
70 Cay
DOWN
1 Snail —
2 All, in combos
3 Dah partners
4 Transfixed
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Hey Grads, need 
portrait photos?
Susan Pyburn 
photographer
call
805.594.1625
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Unfettered 
Lagoon protec­
tor
Fiendish
drama 
course 
Pharaoh’s 
charm 
Wry face
12 Prickly husks
13 Toronto’s prov. 
22 Bit parts
24 Glue on
26 Popular heels
27 America’s Cup 
entrant
28 Pirated
30 UR L suffix
31 —  and aahed
33 Son of Val and 
Aleta
34 Jumbo
35 Parking —
36 Many b {
38 Iditarod
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41 Experimental
42 Catch for 
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47 Quebec 
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48 Down-under 
filer
50 Banners
52 Frisbees, 
to Livy
53 Paraphernalia
54 He overthrew 
Galba
55 Clunk
56 Flashy sign
57 Salon products
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62 Kickback
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W a n t m o ra  p u zz le s ?
Check out the "Just Right Crossword Puzzles" books 
at QuillOiiverBooks.com
"There's treasure everywhere!”
Oh really? Then stop digging 
holes in my backyard.
"I couldn't do my homework 
because my transmogrifler 
broke.”
W TF is a transmogrifler???
/
C alv in ’s D ad ’s Ulug: Sh*t M y Kid Says
I I I
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. J-TTTTJ™?
Radeke
continued from page 16 , ~ '
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on the mound, while also remain­
ing humble.
“I was able to prove that I’m not 
some Idd talking trash,” Radeke 
said. “A lot o f the guys that were 
older than me had been on the 
team awhile, but once I was able to 
prove myself, and back it up with 
results, I got a lot more friendly 
vibes from the other guys.”
Despite posting a 5.31 ERA his 
freshman year, Radeke still earned a 
6-2 record behind an explosive Cal 
Poly batting lineup.
•But Radeke would have new 
struggles to contend with at the 
start o f each season.
After a successful start to his 
sophomore season, with a 3-1 re­
cord and striking out 23 in 24 
1/3 innings, Radeke’s season was 
abruptly brought to an end with an 
elbow injury.
Since he was unable to play for
1 5 9 6 2 7 4 8 3
6 4 2 5 8 3 1 7 9
8 3 7 1 9 4 6 5 2
5 2 6 7 4 1 3 9 8
3 8 1 2 5 9 7 4 6
7 9 4 8 3 6 2 1 5
9 6 3 4 1 5 8 2 7
4 7 8 9 6 2 5 3 1
2 1 5 3 7 8 9 6 4
four months and returned to a Cal 
Poly team that lost a lot o f its hit­
ting power, there was uncertainty 
whether Radeke would 6nd success 
on the mound again.
Lee said he didn’t know what to 
expect from Radeke at the start o f 
the season, but knew after his first 
few starts he was better than before.
“There’s always a question if he’ll 
be as good as he was and we didn’t 
push it,” Lee said. “You’re always 
hoping that for certain results but 
you’re never quite sure. But it be­
came evident within the first couple 
starts that he'was back to himself and 
had developed his olf-speed pitches, 
especially his change-up, to become 
a quality pitch.”
Radekie said he used his time off 
from the'team to work on his own 
and spend extra time on the side 
thinking about what he was doing 
wrong and how he could fix it.
“I was really able to increase my 
strikeouts because I could show 
them different pitches and throw 
them off on strikes,” Radeke said. 
“Tliis year I worked really hard on 
getting my fourth pitch, my curve- 
ball, working. Now 1 think that’s 
my best off-speed pitch.”
Radeke has earned only one loss 
since Feb. 26 against Oklahoma 
State. He threw his first career com­
plete game against Cal State Fuller­
ton. He allowed only two runs with 
eight strikeouts to help Cal Poly win 
only its second scries over Cal State 
Fullerton in the last 38 years.
Fellow Cal Poly starting pitcher 
Steven Fischback said during prac­
tice time Radeke is always focused
on baseball, and seldom breaks any 
concentration in practice.
“He is really not someone that 
ever goofs off,” Fischback said. “He’s 
focused, he’s determined and set on 
his goals at playing at the next level 
and keeps his sight on that.”
Fischback said it is Radeke’s 
mental strength that separates him 
from other pitchers in the Big West.
“One of the biggest reasons for 
his success is his confidence,” Fis­
chback said. “At the end o f the day, 
he knows he is the better pitcher. 
Hc,.always expects to win, and that 
mentality sets him. apart. He’s not 
scared of failure.”
This season, Radeke tied Cal Po­
ly’s single game strikeout record with 
14 over Valparaiso and added anoth­
er 13 strikeouts versus Santa Barbara.
But despite Radeke’s success, 
the Mustangs have been battling all 
season to dig themselves out o f an
early hole.
Though it may be a longrshot 
to make NCAA Regionals, I^deke 
said he is going to continue his fo­
cus in each and every pitch .until 
the season is over. ?
"I’m still going to continue play­
ing my hardest,” Radeke said. “It 
doesn’t change my mentality.. I ’m 
still going to go out and win^and. 
compete every game.” " »v %.
That’s perfectionism. ' '■ V
RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO
Pitcher Mason Radeke threw a record-tying 14 strikeouu in the Mustangs* home opener against Valparaiso on March 4.
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Bonds, a former Giant, was charged 
with obstruction of justice April 13.
Bonds’ case 
postponed
Howard Mintz
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
The next round in the Barry Bonds 
perjury case has been postponed.
In court papers hied Wednesday, 
federal prosecutors and lawyers for 
the home run king agreed to resched­
ule Fridays post-trial legal wrangling 
until June 17. The two sides require 
more time to evaluate possible post­
trial motions and evaluate the avail­
ability of witnesses if there is a retri­
al, according to a stipulation asking 
to reschedule the status conference 
on the case.
A federal jury last month convia- 
ed the former San Francisco Giants 
slugger on one count of obstructing 
justice for providing evasive answers 
to a federal grand jury in December 
2003, while deadlocking on three 
perjury counts alleging he lied in the 
same proceeding about knowingly 
using steroids. Bonds was accused of 
lying to the grand jury probing the 
Balco steroids scandal.
The verdict, which came at the 
conclusion of a four-week trial, is 
triggering more legal maneuvering, 
as Bonds* lawyers move to set aside 
the obstruction conviction and the 
U.S. attorney’s office weighs whether 
to retry the retired slugger on any of 
the perjury counts.
Legal experts have said Bonds’ 
lawyers may have a valid argument 
on the obstruction conviction, 
which rested on an exchange in 
which Bonds gave meandering an­
swers to a question about whether 
his former personal trainer, Greg An­
derson, had ever given him anything 
that required a syringe.
After the trial, jurors said in in­
terviews that they convicted Bonds 
for essentially refusing to answer the 
question. In his grand jury testimo­
ny, Bonds denied ever being injected 
by anyone other than a doctor; An­
derson spent the trial in jail for refus­
ing to testify.
At the same time, some federal 
prosecutors, including former U.S. 
Attorney joe Russoniello, say Bonds 
should be retried on the deadlocked 
perjury counts. The jury was leaning 
11-1 to convict Bonds on one o f the 
charges, and leaning toward acquit­
tal on the others.
W h a te ve r matters^ do it rig h t
# S*.
Radeke uses perfectionist attitude to fuel success
Je ro m e  Goytienetche
JBR(>MEGOY1HUBNETat£.MD<gXa^
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“Whatever matters to you, do it 
right.”
That’s the motto Cal Poly start­
ing pitcher Mason Radeke has 
lived by every day.
For him, what has always mat­
tered is pitching for Cal Poly. He 
has been doing it more than just 
right,-becoming one of the most 
successful Cal Poly pitchers in years.
This season alone, Radeke leads 
the Big West with eight wins, is 
second with 88 strikeouts and first 
with 38 strikeouts looking. He has 
held opponents to a .232 batting 
average, with a 2.67 ERA, while 
pitching a total 87 2/3 inning-s on 
the sea.son.
Head coach Larry Lee said 
Radeke has become invaluable to 
tlup team!:f The pbyers find success
with him on the mound.
“He’s been real good for us 
all year,” Lee said. “He gives us a 
chance to win every Friday against 
the other teams’ best pitcher. Our 
players play well behind him and 
our Fridays have been some of our 
better games in all aspects, all sea­
son long.”
Radeke considers himself a 
perfectionist, something he said 
he learned from his father ever 
since he was handed his first bat 
and ball.
“My dad always tried to do ev­
erything right,” Radeke said. “ He 
was a perfectionist to the extreme. 
That kind of became a part of me. 
In baseball I want to do every­
thing right."
Once he finished playing 
through his T-Ball and coach- 
pitch leagues, Radeke started 
pitching at the age o f nine and
never looked back. There was no 
other sport, or position in base­
ball, that hooked him as much as 
when he first took the mound.
“I just always loved it," Radeke 
said. “ It was my favorite sport and 
I always looked forward to playing 
every spring. There was something 
about it. It’s hard to explain.”
A Santa Barbara native, Rade- 
ke’s pursuit o f baseball eventually 
led him to Santa Barbara High 
School’s baseball team.
In his senior season, Radeke 
appeared in 13 straight victories 
for the Dons, earning 11 wins and 
four saves in the stretch. That year 
he finished with a 12-2 record, 
1.49 ERA and 120 strikeouts in 
89 innings cn route to a second 
consecutive Channel League title 
and a First-Team All-CIF South­
ern Section selection.
But the.^ tnuufition. i i p n  the^
Dons to the Mustangs was difficult 
for Radeke in more ways than one.
Radeke said he realized he had 
to work on developing his ofF-speed 
pitches and not rely on his signature 
fastball to strike batters out.
“My freshman year, I just re­
ally didn’t have another pitch to 
go to," Radeke said. “It was kind 
o f frustrating because 1 struck out 
so many guys my senior year, but 
(at Cal Poly) I wasn’t really able to 
do it. I knew I could. I just didn’t 
really have the stuff to do it.”
At the time Radeke had also 
been feeling some friction be­
tween him and some o f the older 
teammates when he came in as a 
freshman and earned the Sunday 
starting role.
But, Radeke said tensions eased 
when he started producing results
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